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President’s Message, Brion Dunbar
We had a very interesting program last month on mead making by Chris Bushman. I wish I had a bit more free
time to try a batch.
We are planning a renovation at the bee booth, and would welcome some volunteer help in the next few weeks.
It seems that many queens have shut down brood rearing due to lack of incoming pollen. I had a pollen trap on
one colony and collected only about 10 grains in one week! I got my first round of pollen sub on colonies last
week. I give 3 pound patties to each colony right in the middle of the two brood boxes. I wished I’d started a bit
sooner but at least it is on now. I will give each colony at least one more round in a few weeks. This fall
supplement will be especially important this year due to drought conditions. Also its a good time to be checking
the weight of the colony while the weather is warm and the bees will take syrup if its needed.
Have you seen bees washboarding? I posted a video of it on youtube. Its fairly common but no one has
complete understanding of why they do it. One theory is they are polishing the areas they use a lot, maybe to
prevent places for microorganisms to flourish. The bees two front legs move so fast its hard to see them!
My video is at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KnV1gLtdpCw&feature=youtu.be
A better quality one is at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lbwumXVTOz8

October 5th Meeting – 7:00 PM
Grass Valley Veteran’s Memorial Building – 255 South Auburn Street in Grass Valley
This month our own Janet Brisson will give a presentation on making sugar lumps for winter feeding. Janet has
a great way to keep your bees from starving if you plan to be away at all this winter and cannot monitor your
bees for a time. Also please bring in any gizmos, gadgets or even techniques you use to make your life easier to
share with the group.

Bee Bits
Randy Oliver, Contributor
We’re seeing colonies with high varroa levels crashing, and thus spewing mites to all surrounding colonies—
yours, your neighbors, and to feral colonies. Please don’t allow your colonies to crash from varroa—it hurts
everyone.
You have a few effective treatment options:
1. Apivar strips. The same material that is in dog tick collars. Not organic, but very effective.
2. Apiguard thymol gel—organic; pretty effective; I’m currently testing different application
methods.
3. MAQS (formic acid strips)—organic; can be very effective, but tricky to use if temps are over
85F.
4. Oxalic acid dribble—organic; very effective if colonies are broodless (as many currently are).
The Drought. The effects of the drought vary from yard to yard. The bees in some yards did fairly well in
August; in others the queens shut down completely due to lack of good pollen, leaving the colonies appearing
queenless. But now in late September, we’re seeing some pollen and nectar coming in again, and colonies are

beginning to again ramp up broodrearing. It can be of great benefit at this time to feed pollen sub and a bit of
syrup, to mitigate the poor nutrition of honeydew and fungus spores that many colonies are currently subsisting
on.
We’re putting 2-3 lbs of pollen sub into larger colonies; a pound into smaller ones to start them off. I’d be
willing to sell bulk pollen sub at $2 per lb (green cash, advance order, for pick up at my place). We are using
the remaining warm weather of the season to get our colonies into good shape for what may be a rainy winter.
Current Experimentation: Eric, Ian, and I are currently running field trials of mite treatments and feeding
methods. If you are interested in helping out, let me know.
Gut Microbiota: Here’s a graphic that I created for an article that I just sent off for publication in ABJ.

News item: The Pollinator Stewardship Council recently won a suit against the EPA that confirmed that the
Agency cannot take shortcuts and ignore their own rules.
It was a great test case, with a great outcome. The main point of the judgment is that the process works. EPA
caved to Dow; beekeepers brought suit; EPA got a clear message back. The product should not have been given

full registration, but conditional registration at best until all the required testing was in. Go to this link
regarding details of the judgment: http://earthjustice.org/sites/default/files/files/sulfoxaflor-opinion.pdf
All the regulatory agencies in the major countries are in the process of adopting more detailed testing
requirements for pollinators. This is a good thing, but will make bringing new products to market far more
expensive.
As background, please understand that if you were to invent a miracle new organic insecticide, that you could
patent it. You’d then have 20 years protection before patent protection ran out. It would cost you roughly $50
million to bring it to market, and take around 8 years to do so. That leaves only 12 years of patent protection
for you to recoup your $50M investment from sales (if the market wanted the product). So I’d bet that you
would be pushing the EPA as hard as you could to minimize the number of required tests, as well as to
encourage them to grant you a registration of the product as early as possible.
You may also be interested in viewing http://www.nytimes.com/2015/09/24/opinion/mark-bittman-a-watchful-eye-on-farm-families-health.html?
emc=edit_ty_20150924&nl=opinion&nlid=69969736&_r=0

It is about a long-term study on the impact of pesticides and chemicals on the children of California farm
workers. The number one health/brain problem appears to be from the flame retardants in children's bedware.
Then the organophosphates, which the neonicotinoids are replacing. I favor this replacement, since all evidence
that I've seen to date indicates that the neonics are much safer for humans and the environment, as evidenced by
my critique of the recent Harvard study http://scientificbeekeeping.com/a-review-of-dr-lus-paper-on-neonics-in-massachusetts/
News item: The Pollinator Stewardship Council recently won a suit against the EPA that confirmed that the
Agency cannot take shortcuts and ignore their own rules.

Vineyard Bee Plants
Submitted by Leslie Gault
Earlier this year a local wine maker purchased an
unused two-acre parcel near my bees. What had previously been in native “weeds” and plants was now
to be cleared and planted in wine grapes. ‘Darn!’, I
thought, ‘there goes more forage for my bees!’. But
then I started thinking again...what if he could be
convinced to let me plant some bee and butterfly
plants to create a habitat for beneficial insects? It
would help his grapes by providing habitat for insects and birds that eat pests on grapes, and provide
alternative forage for my bees. So I approached the
new owner and asked whether he’d be willing to allow me to plant a few flowers somewhere. He kinda
said ‘yeah, sure’, pointed to a 160 foot fence line,
and said ‘the hose is over there’—no convincing
needed.
I pulled out what seeds I had, transplanted a couple of volunteers from my yard, purchased a ¼ pound of
beneficial insect mix, two packages of sunflower seeds, a bag of fertilizer, and went to work. The first group of
early season sunflowers was so incredibly popular with the local yellow finches, they basically ate the whole
plant. When the sunflowers reach full bloom they often have 4 or 5 bees per flower on them at a time. I did a
second substantial planting of most of the seeds on July 15 so that they would be blooming in fall when the bees
need late season food to help make it through the winter. The 160 feet fence line has now become a pretty row
of flowers that is home and grocery store for an incredible number of organisms. We are supporting not only
honey bees, but multiple species of butterflies, native bees, many insects (from clouds of tiny unnamed insects
to the large black carpenter bees), quail, deer (owner hasn’t quite got the fence secure), ground squirrels,
dragonflies, and etc. Some of these species eat the flowers themselves, and some will prey on my bees and other

insects, but such is the nature of life. I figure that’s the reason for
the project, it’s fair game for whatever needs it and it’s all good.
It has been very rewarding for me to observe the planting and I
enjoy just standing and watching.
A surprise benefit of the project is that my neighbors now all
love me more. Everyone on my road has told me how much
they’ve enjoyed watching the flowers grow and seeing what’s
eating from them. The vineyard owner is also pleased, and we
have plans to plant the other side of the road next year when he
plants more grapes there.
For the sake of getting the project going quickly, the first year
strategy was to plant mostly annuals. Next year we’ll see what
survives the winter (there are species from the seed mix I don’t
recognize offhand), then move more towards perennials. If
anyone has any (potted with roots) appropriate bee and butterfly
plants they could donate to the project, please let me know. We’ll
need rosemary, lavender, asters, salvias, butterfly bushes,
milkweed, etc.
Call me at 346-7092 or email lesliegault@yahoo.com.

Minutes from Last Meeting
Brion Dunbar opened with Q&A. Mites are a big problem this year. Bears can push through anything less than a
4-wire electric fence with dampened or metallic ground surface. Hanging bacon strips on top wire ensures that
bear's nose gets the shock first; contact with fur is much less effective and he may just crash through below.
Treasurer Janet Brisson: JulyStart $6141.84; Inc $179; Exp $82.98; JulyEnd $6237.86
PROGRAM Chris Bushman "Making Mead" Mead residue has been found in 6000 year old amphora jugs.
Fermented beverages are safer than water, which may have bacteria and viruses. The 1066AD Norman conquest
introduced wine to Britain. CA now has 20+ mead breweries, making dozens of types, flower, fruit and grain
flavored, as well as the standard, honey only. Dozens of yeast strains are sold, which ferment the sugars until
they reach 12% methyl alcohol, up to 17% for Champagne strains. The mead is siphoned off above the settled
yeast and may be carbonated before bottling. Home brewing of beer, wine and mead is limited to 200 gallons a
year for personal use, tax free in U.S.

Sierra College Presents “Sierra Science”

Combo Screened Bottom Boards

Special NCBA Club Price! Call Janet for details.
530-913-2724 or rubes@countryrubes.com
Honey Extraction House
A to Z Supply has a honey extraction house available for
rent. Equipment is provided and the room is heated and
there's lots of hot water for clean up. For more
information: 530.273.6608
Dadant Little Wonder Honey Extractor With stand.
Hand extracts 4 deep or shallow frames per load. Used
twice. Excellent condition. $380 for both.
274-1098 Kathleen

Advertising space (3” by 2”) is available here and
need not be bee-related. Advertising rates are $7 per
year for NCBA members and $16 per year for nonmembers.

Goodies Sign-up
Karla Hanson, Coordinator
Please let me know if you can bring a treat for any of the coming meetings. We only need a couple of folks each
month, so pick a month and let me know. Contact Karla Hanson, queenbeez@att.net

The Nevada County Beekeepers Association is dedicated to
apiculture education and promotion of the art and science of
beekeeping among beekeepers, agriculturists, and the general public.
This is a “not for profit” organization. Donations are welcomed.
Meetings are held the first Monday of each month at 7 PM at the
Grass Valley Veteran’s Memorial Building at 255 South Auburn
Street in Grass Valley. All visitors are welcome. Use the back
entrance.
The newsletter is published monthly as a service to the membership.
Articles, recipes, commentary, and news items are welcomed and
encouraged. Contributions should be received by the 20th of the
Month to be included into the next issue. Submit to
garyg@newpress.com
Advertising space (3” by 2”) in this newsletter is usually available
and need not be bee-related. Advertising rates are $7 per year for
NCBA members and $16 per year for non-members.
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